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Katherine Lee Bates wrote the lyrics of “America the Beautiful” after
an awe-inspiring trip to the top of Pikes Peak in 1893.
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Dr. Phil Goodstein is well known for his many quirky Denver
history volumes in which he meticulously documents street
names, ghostly visitations, and unusual characters. In his newest
book, North Side Story: Denver’s Most Intriguing Neighborhood,
Goodstein has stepped outside his usual approach to history,
presenting an intensely detailed and even loving portrait of
Denver’s north side.
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The northwest area of Denver is a complex neighborhood. It
encompasses the modern divisions of Highland, West Highland, Berkeley/Regis, Sunnyside, Sloan’s Lake,
and Jefferson Park. Its boundaries run from Interstate 25 to Sheridan Boulevard and from Fifty-second
Avenue to Colfax. In its youth it was the North Denver neighborhood, the Town of Highland, and various
development schemes such as John Brisbane Walker’s Berkeley. Included in its boundaries were Elitch
Gardens, Lakeside, and Manhattan Beach amusement venues.
The neighborhood’s population included generations of Anglo-Americans, German-Americans, IrishAmericans, Italian-Americans, and Latinos. Its residents were pious do-gooder women and angry
Klansmen. Its fortunes began bright, then dimmed in the mid-twentieth century and have again risen in
the twenty-first century.
All of this shines through in the street-by-street, house-by-house detailing of the residents and businesses
of the area. As is his custom, Goodstein searched newspapers, city directories, and other traditional
sources for his stories. In this case he spent considerable time mining the old-timers who gathered at
Common Grounds Coffeehouse and in other community centers. He also took time to have neighborhood
historians read and critique sections of this work. Carefully selected photographs supplement the text.
Because this is a self-published work, Goodstein does not have to limit himself to the paltry twenty or so
photos usually allowed by more conventional presses.
I do have a few small complaints about this work. It is a big book, which might deter those who usually
shy away from history books. It also occasionally has factual problems, but the author will surely fix those
in the next edition. Those two matters aside, this book is a badly needed addition to the growing set of
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works on Denver by this and other authors. As more historians write about Denver, the more interesting
and complex the city’s story becomes. The personal and business details make this not only a resource for
residents but a treasure for those who are trying to make sense of their place in Denver’s history.
Reviewer Info:
Dr. Rebecca Hunt specializes in the history of the American West and of Denver. She teaches in the history
department at the University of Colorado Denver. She is also president of Highland United Neighbors, Inc.
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Items related to North Side Story: Denver's Most Intruiging Neighborhood. Home Phil Goodstein North Side Story: Denver's Most
Intruiging Neighborhood. Stock Image. Stock Image. View Larger Image. North Side Story: Denver's Most Intruiging Neighborhood. Phil
Goodstein. 3 ratings by Goodreads.Â Bibliographic Details. Title: North Side Story: Denver's Most Intruiging Publisher: New Social
Publications. Publication Date: 2011. Warwick Denver â€“ Situated in the hip Uptown neighborhood of Denver, Warwick Denver offers
opulent guestrooms with custom furniture, cozy beds, pay-per-view channels, and 24-hour room service. Enjoy a meal at the on-site
restaurant or refresh yourself with an amazing cocktail at the rooftop bar. For fitness lovers, there is also a fully-equipped fitness center
and free bicycle rentals.Â For art and museum lovers, a visit to the intriguing Denver Art Museum is a must. The museum is the largest
of its kind between the West and Chicago and is dedicated to Western Art. Good for: All kinds of travelers. Explore the North Side area
and the rest of the city with the Chicago Neighborhood Guide.Â Venturing north of Lakeview, the North Side's reputation for being a
high-priced area starts to fade into Chicago's surprising pockets of affordability. Buena Park, Uptown, and Edgewater are historic
neighborhoods that offer a friendly vibe with easy access to public transit options.Â Andersonville and North Center are two of the most
distinctive European-inspired neighborhoods in the city, with Andersonville's Swedish heritage on display at all hours of the day and
North Center playing host to innumerable German bars and shops.

